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ABSTRACT - ENGLISH
In a society powered by combustion, a detailed understanding of the underlying physics is
imperative. Among the main challenges in the development of high performance, high efficiency
advanced gasoline engines are end-gas, auto- or pre-ignition and super-knock, a phenomenon at-
tributed to the formation of detonation waves. Detonations, while wanted in few select applications,
are generally to be avoided in any combustion system due to the attributed high over pressures.
Hotspots, regions of higher temperature or reactivity, play a key role in understanding both au-
toignition and detonation initiation. Critical factors determining the thermomechanical response
of a fluid to a local hotspot strongly depend on the hotspot size, temperature and temperature in
the surrounding fluid, all of which influence different timescales of the ignition process. As such
common modeling approaches for hotspots include rapid spatially resolved energy deposition or
energy deposition through boundaries, and modeling via spatially resolved thermal stratification,
such as linear temperature gradients or sinusoids. This thesis aims to improve hotspot modeling
methods, by introducing a method to model a wide range of smooth temperature distributions with
a small amount of parameters, and by introducing a new characterization method for the critical
timescales during the initial hotspot ignition process.
First a new modeling approach is introduced in order to investigate the influence of smooth
temperature variations on hotspot ignition. Previous studies have already shown that temperature
plateaus, modeling a hotspot center of finite size, can facilitate detonations in temperature gradi-
ents that otherwise wouldn’t. Realistic temperature distributions however, will have some kind of
smooth, continuous temperature distribution. A superelliptic model is introduced. Adding only
2 additional parameters compared to the plateau and gradient model, allows this new model to
parametrize smooth temperature variations across wide ranges of hotspot core sizes and gradients.
Various degrees of smoothness in the curved temperature profile can by achieved by varying a su-
xperelliptic exponent. By using an acoustic timescale characterization approach the results obtained
could be contrasted with those obtained in previous works. It could be shown that while the in-
tensity of the incidental pressure wave emitted at the reaction of the hotspot center is similar for
plateau like and smooth temperature variations. Smooth temperature profiles on the other hand
were shown to facilitate much more severe gasdynamic responses than discontinuous temperature
distributions. It was further shown that hotspots considered partially inertially confined by means
of an acoustic timescale characterization, can be extremely sensitive to slight variations in the
superelliptic exponent and lead to direct detonation initiation.
Second in order to improve the predictability of the pressure response from a local reaction
hotspot, a new timescale characterization approach based on critical hotspot expansion timescales
is introduced and contrasted to a well investigated acoustic timescale characterization approach.
Specifically, this new approach seeks to account for the influence of the fluid surrounding a hotspot
on its inertial confinement. The new approach was shown to give a more consistent measure of
whether heat release inside a hotspot or fuelpocket will occur isochorically, isobarically or in mix-
fashion, and thus whether they will emit weak acoustic, strong compression or blast waves. Over
a large temperature range inside the hotspot and in surrounding fluid, hotspots with timescale
ratios an order of magnitude smaller than unity would result in a pressure increase equivalent to
approximately 90% ± 5% of the normalized isochoric pressure increase, while timescales ratios on
the order of unity would result in 50%± 10% and ratios much larger than unity around 10%± 5%
of the normalized isochoric pressure increase.
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ABSTRACT - GERMAN
In einer Gesellschaft angetrieben durch Verbrennungskraft ist ein detailliertes Versta¨ndnis der
ihr zugrundeliegenden physikalischen Prozessen unabdinglich. Unter den gro¨ssten Herausforderun-
gen in der Entwicklung von hochleistungs, hoch-effizienten fortschrittlichen Verbrennungsmotoren
sind vorzeitige und Selbstentzu¨ndung des Endgases und das damit zusammenha¨nge Motorklopfen,
ein Pha¨nomen welches der Formation von Detonationswellen zugeschrieben werden kann. Detona-
tionen, wenngleich in wenigen ausgewa¨hlten Applikationen erwu¨nscht, sind generell zu vermeiden
wegen der mit ihnen verbundenen, hohen Druckspitzen. Hotspots, Regionen mit erho¨hter Temper-
atur oder Reaktivita¨t, spielen eine zentrale Rolle im Versta¨ndnis von sowohl Selbstentzu¨ndung als
auch der Initiation von Detonationen. Kritische Faktoren welche die thermomechanische Antwort
eines Fluids auf einen lokalen Hotspot bestimmen ha¨ngen von der Hotspot Gro¨sse und Temperatur
sowie der Temperatur im umliegenden Fluid ab. All diese Faktoren beinflussen dabei insbesondere
die fu¨r den Entzu¨ndungsprozess relevanten Zeitskalen. Viele Modellierungsansa¨tze fu¨r Hotspots
involvieren daher unteranderem rapide ra¨umlich Deponierung von Energie, Einleitung von Energie
u¨ber die Systemgrenzen, oder basieren auf der Struktur der ra¨umlichen Temperaturverteilung wie
zum Beispiel in linearen Gradienten oder Sinuskurven. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es Hotspot Model-
lierungsansa¨tze zu verbessern. Vorgestellt werden eine neue Methode zur Modellierung einer weiten
Brandbreite stetiger Temperaturverteilungen mit Hilfe einer mo¨glichst geringen Parameteranzahl,
sowie eine Charakterisierungsmethode fu¨r die kritischen Zeitskalen wa¨hrend der Hotspotentu¨ndung.
Zuerst wird eine neuer Modellierungsantz vorgestellt um den Einfluss stetiger Variationen in
der Hotspot Temperaturverteilung auf den Entzu¨ndungsvorgang zu untersuchen. Fru¨here Stu-
dien haben bereits gezeigt, das Temperaturplateaus, welche ein Hotspotzentrum von finiter Gro¨sse
repra¨sentiert, eine Detonationswelle in umliegenden Temperaturgradienten erzeugen ko¨nnen, welche
ohne anschliessendem Temperaturplateau dazu nicht in der Lage wa¨ren. Realistische Temper-
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aturfelder wiederum zeichnen sich durch kontinuierlich, stetige Temperaturverteilungen aus. Ein
superelliptisches Modell wird daher vorgestellt. Mit Hilfe von 2 zusa¨tzliche Parametern die dem
Plateau und Gradienten model hinzugefu¨gt werden wird es dem neuen Modell mo¨glich stedige Tem-
peraturfelder u¨ber eine weite Bandbreite von Hotspot Kerngro¨ssen und Gradienten zu modellieren.
Verschiedene Kru¨mmungsgrade im Temperaturprofil ko¨nnen dabei u¨ber Variation eines superel-
liptischen Exponentens erzeugt werden. Mit Hilfe eines Charakterisierungsverfahrens basierend
auf akustischen Zeitskalen, ist desweiteren mo¨glich die Ergebnisse mit denen vorheriger Studien
zu vergleichen. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Intensita¨t der Druckwelle ausgesandt mit Be-
ginn der Reaktion im Hotspotzentrum, a¨hnlich fu¨r sowohl Plateau und Gradienten als auch kon-
tinuierliche Temperaturfelder ist. Kontinuirliche Temperaturfelder ko¨nnen allerdings im Gegensatz
zu diskontinuierlichen Temperaturfelder zu weitaus schwerwiegenderen gasdynamischen Reaktio-
nen fu¨hren. Desweiteren konnte gezeigt werden, dass Hotspots welche basierend auf der Charak-
terisierung mit Hilfe akustischer Zeitskalen teilweisem Tra¨gheitseinschluss unterliegen, besonders
empfindlich gegenu¨ber Vera¨nderungen im superelliptischen Exponenten sind und so zur direkten
Initiation von Detonationen fu¨hren ko¨nnen.
Zweitens wird eine neue Charakterisierung von Hotspots basierend auf kritischen Expansion-
szeitskalen vorgestellt und mit der bereits weitreichend untersuchten Charakterisierung mittels
akustischer Zeitskalen verglichen, um die Genauigkeit u¨ber die Druckentwicklung wa¨hrend der
lokalen Reaktion eines Hotspots zu verbessern. Insbesondere wird mittels dieser Methode versucht
den Einfluss der Temperatur des den Hotspots umgebenden Fluids auf dessen Tra¨gheitseinschluss
zu beru¨cksichtigen. Diese neue Methode zeichnete sich durch ein einheitlicheres Maß dafu¨r aus,
ob ein Hotspot isochor, isobar oder gemischt isobar und isochor reagiert, und somit ob schwache
akustische, starke Kompressions- oder Stoßwellen erzeugt werden. U¨ber eine weite Bandbreite von
Temperaturen im Hotspot und dem umgebenden Fluid zeigten Hotspots mit einem Zeitskalen-
verha¨ltnis deutlich kleiner als Eins einen Druckanstieg um 90% ± 5% des normalisierten isocho-
rischen Druckanstiegs, wa¨hrend solche mit einem Zeitskalenverha¨ltnis in der Gro¨ssenordnung von
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Eins einen Anstieg um 50% ± 10% und solche mit Verha¨ltnissen deutlich gro¨sser als Eins einen
Anstieg um 10%± 5% des normalisierten isochorischen Druckanstieges erreichten.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
Combustion processes in today’s world are ubiquitous, from candle light to forest fires, internal
combustion engines to power plants, and fire crackers to mining accidents. Whether the combustion
itself is desired or not, each flame needs to ignited first. The ignition itself in many cases can have
a significant influence on the rate of the consecutive reaction. Ignition can be caused in various
fashions: by a spark, an electric discharge, frictional heating, photo-chemically by laser or other
light sources, or by autoignition in a thermally stratified field. No matter which method is used
the underlying mechanism remains the same. An amount of energy is deposited locally, which
causes sufficient heat to be released by a combustible mixture, to cause self-sustained reaction in
the surrounding mixture. These local pockets of with increased reactivity can also be referred to as
a hotspots and they can play a crucial role in understanding the physics of a combustion problem.
While often in many systems reactions occur at constant pressure, if reactions become rapid
enough this is no longer necessarily the case. Large enough pressure perturbations in turn can
influence and accelerate the chemical reaction. A strong pressure wave traveling at supersonic
speeds, also called a shock wave, sustained by the heat release from a coupled chemical reaction
in a combustible mixture, is also called a detonation. While there are few select applications,
including but not limited to Pulsed and Rotational Detonation Engines (PDE, RDE) or explosives
in mining or demolition applications, in which generating a detonation may be desirable and the
release energy harnessed for beneficial purposes, generally they are sought to be avoided, due to
their destructive nature. Understanding under which conditions detonation waves can form and
initiated is therefore crucial to avoid potential hazards.
It is easy to imagine how an ignition kernel can potentially directly initiate a detonation wave.
Hotspots may however also form in accelerating flame fronts and facilitate a transition from a slow
2deflagration to detonation (DDT) under certain conditions, a phenomenon to which Oppenheim [41]
refers to as ”an explosion in the explosion”. Understanding the gasdynamic response of a reactive
medium to the autoignition of a hotspot aide in analyzing DDT processes, detonation initiation
and ignition in general. This thesis therefore focuses on the characterization and modeling of
hotspot ignition. Specifically the influences of the temperature distribution within a hotspot on its
ignition behavior and the characteristic timescales are emphasized. More detailed background on
the current state of research on autoignition, hotspots, characteristic timescales involved and the
detonation phenomenon are given in the subsequent section.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Detonation
The term detonation originally derives form the latin word detonare, meaning ’to thunder down’.
Research involving its modern use for describing shock wave driven by a supersonic combustion
wave roughly dates back to the beginning of the 20th century. Most notable are probably the works
of David Chapman in 1899 [7] and Emile Jouguet [20], who were search of an algebraic description
of observations found in the works of Mallard and Le Chatelier, Berthelot and Vielle, who -as
Jouguet puts it- ”made a breakthrough discovery, even more beautiful than that of chemical mech-
anisms, of a phenomenon of an explosive wave, in which a reaction propagates in a gaseous medium
with a regular velocity of several thousand meters per second”. Based on the theories on wave
propagation by Rankine, Riemann and Hugoniot they derived the conditions for an infinitesimally
thin detonation wave propagating at supersonic speeds.
With the increasing demand for high-powered explosives during world-war II and the race
towards the development of a thermonuclear weapon Soviet scientist Yakov Zel’dovich, Hungarian-
American scientist John von Neumann, and German scientist Werner Do¨ring each developed a
one-dimensional model for a detonation [72, 66, 15]. The ZND detonation model which was named
after them, describes a one-dimensional steady detonation wave. It is composed of a shock-wave
followed by a reaction zone. In the reference frame of the shock, the flow at the of the reaction
3zone is locally sonic and all fuel is consumed. This way all energy released by the chemical reaction
behind the shock gets acoustically transported upstream and the shock can be supported. The
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) condition gives the shock speed necessary to form this stable structure.
As important as it is to understand the structure of detonations is, is understanding the path-
ways through which they can develop. Generally detonations can either by initiated directly or
develop from intrinsically unstable deflagrations [33] through deflagration to detonation transition
(DDT). There is not one unique way to initiate a detonation or for a DDT to take place as described
by Urtiew and Oppenheim [63]. In an accelerating flame brush precursor shock was form which
and merge, causing subsequent autoignition. Local hotspots can cause additional blast waves from
an explosion in an explosion. Transverse pressure waves reflect off the tube walls amplifying the
pressure in the reaction front.
Similarly direct initiation can be achieved by various means and mechanisms. In contrast to
DDT where favourable conditions to facilitate detonation form over time, the ignition source itself is
responsible for preconditioning the flow field and facilitating the detonation formation [33]. Direct
initiation methods are especially interesting for the formation of spherical detonations. Unlike
planar detonations, steady cylindrical or spherical CJ-detonations can’t exist due to the lack of
confinement [71]. Means of initiation generally involve the induction of chemical breakdown, the
generation of a blast wave or rapid heating through explosive charges, wires, spark gaps, lasers or
high velocity jets [3, 16, 75, 57].
Many factors can influence the ignition and detonation initiation process. For the ignition itself
the driving factor the minimum ignition energy plays a critical role [69]. Similarly for a for au-
toignition to occur in a hotspot and subsequently aide in transition to detonation, the temperature
in the local hotspot needs to be high enough for the auto-ignition energy to approach zero. Just
depositing the minimum ignition energy however is not necessarily sufficient if depending on local
energy transport processes involved. For direct initiation of gaseous detonations Knystautas and
Lee for example have shown already in 1976 that the critical amount of energy is not necessarily
unique, but depends on the rate of deposition [30]. If energy is deposited via a spark, any en-
4ergy deposited past the time of peak averaged power, has no influence on the detonation initiation
process.
What all pathways to detonation onset have in common, is that they involve the formation
of conditions under which the interaction and timing between heat release and pressure waves
synchronizes and amplifies. Zeldovich et al. [74] showed in 1970 that detonations can form along a
spatial gradient of the ignition delay time in a combustible mixture. Since the ignition delay mostly
dependent on the temperature, this translates essentially into the formation of a detonation along
a linear temperature gradient. Later Lee et al [34] were able to further expand upon this idea of
detonation initiation via the correct timing between chemical heat release and shock wave in their
photo-initiation experiments. They called their discovered gradient mechanism SWACER or Shock
Wave Amplification by Coherent Energy release.
1.2.2 Hotspots
1.2.2.1 Hotspots in Combustion Systems
A hotspot describes a small region within a reactive medium, which is distinguished form its
surroundings by a higher temperature or reactivity. The generation and presence of hotspots
can be traced back to various mechanisms ranging from mechanical friction to localized exothermic
reactions or pressure fluctuations [58, 42, 28]. As Sankaran et al. have shown [54, 8] the combustion
in a thermally stratified mixture may occur either in flame like or volumetric fashion leading to the
generation of either weak acoustic waves or stronger compression waves. Further investigation of
the ignition kernels in the inhomogenous temperature field and the hazards these hotspots pose is
of interest.
Spatially distributed temperature fields incorporating numerous hotspots can often be found
for example in internal combustion engines such as HCCI engines. Here autoignition is responsible
for effects such as super-knock [22, 6]. Here the spatial temperature variations develop mostly close
to the walls and evolve from small, evenly distributed greater fluctuations during the compression
stroke which later convect towards the center, as shown by a laser-induced fluorescence measurement
5on an optically accessible engine by Kaiser et al. [21]. Similar results were obtained by Schmitt et
al. in an investigation of the wall heat transfer during DNS simulations of intake and compression
stroke under engine relevant conditions. Large vortical structures which evolve during the intake
at the valves promoted heat transfer from the walls towards the center. Overall mixing is strongly
influenced by turbulence and break down of large structures during the compression stroke [56, 55].
As hotspots and DDT have long been suspected as sources of super-knock in internal combustion
engines, it has not been directly observed until 2014 by Wang et al. [67]. In a optically accessible
rapid compression machine fueled with an iso-octane-air mixture they observed various modes of
knock, due to endgas autoignition and hot-spot induced detonation. The latter resulted in over-
pressures of up to 4 times the regular cycle pressures at unfavorable crank-angles. More recently
Mubarak et al. [18] used computer simulations to study the impact of timing and location of the
hotspot on the knock intensity.
As mentioned before turbulent mixing has a significant influence on the the formation of thermal
stratification in combustion engines. Chi et al. used Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) to
determine the influence of turbulence intensity on hotspot ignition in an H2-air mixture [9]. Ignition
probability and delay time are found to be mainly dependent on initial hotspot size, temperature
and ignition intensity. They further discuss some of the influences of additional dimensionality of
the hotspot ignition by including 0D, 1D, 2D and 3D results. They also found that ignition kernels
with a critical minimal initial size and temperature lead to ignition without failure.
1.2.2.2 Hotspot Modeling
Due to their importance in detonation initiation and autoignition hotspots have been investi-
gated since the 1960’s, in order to stake out critical conditions for different combustion phenomena.
The main focus of these studies usually were critical hotspot sizes and temperatures. Different
theories on hotspot criticality include such as those of Merzhanov [39] and Thomas [62]. Zaturska
[70] further used these approaches based on thermal explosion theory to determine the effect of
the interaction between two identical hotspots in proximity to each other. Under the conditions
6investigated however no alterations to the reaction behavior of the individual hotspots was observed
except for cases of very small separation. In a more recent and detailed study on the interaction
between multiple hotspots by Wei et al. [68] found a wider range of pressure responses. The max-
imum pressure peak and location depends on amplitude, spacing and initial temperature in the
undisturbed temperature field. Using Arrhenius kinetics, Clarke [11] and Nikiforakis and Clarke
[40] further investigated the evolution of hotspots in flame front and a description of how they
evolve into detonations through compression waves emitted during their reaction.
Also using Arrhenius kinetics, wall-type and internal hotspots were investigated by Jackson,
Kapila and Steward [19]. In their assumptions they state that under the conditions that reaction
and acoustic timescales are short enough compared to diffusion they stated that the same treatment
of hotspots holds for both gas and condensed phase explosives. Under these conditions they assume
that gasdynamic effects secondary neglecting any potential expansion of the gas, forcing the reaction
to occur isochorically.
While the aforementioned hotspot models mostly focus on a description of hotspots as static
thermal hotspot, many other paper focused on hotspots in terms of regions of high local heat release
or energy deposition. As Sileem, Kassoy and Hayashi [60] and Kassoy et al [26] simulated hotspots
by spatially resolved thermal power deposition on an acoustic timescale. The driving mechanism
both studies again stems from compression waves generated by the initial energy deposition in the
hotspot, preheating the surrounding fluid leading to subsequent heat release. While the initial
efforts focused on systems with low activation energies, they were later extended to high activation
energies and two dimensions by Regele et al. [46, 47, 52]. High activation energies, as found in
more most real world combustion systems, were shown to result in a more temporally distributed
heat release. The change in behavior could be characterized using an acoustic timescale ratio.
Further it was shown that depending on the timescale ratio either acoustic, shock or blast waves
were emitted from the hotspot reaction. In 2 dimensions similar observations as in 1D simulations
could be made. Most recently Regele et al. [51] were also able to show that for energy deposited
into a fluid volume on an acoustic timescale similar behavior for direct detonation initiation and
7DDT can be observed. Further it was shown that the investigated detonation initiation process
under the conditions at hand were essentially independent from viscous and diffusive effects.
Along the lines of the works of Zeldovich et al. and Lee et al. [74, 34] in section 1.2.1 other
studies focus on the modeling of hotspots in terms of linear temperature gradients. Zeldovich
identified 5 different reaction front propagation modes in nonuniform initial conditions [73], which
Gu, Emerson and Bradley were later able to identify in in reaction front generated from a hotspot
[17]. Kapila et al. [23] found that shallow gradients allow the formation of detonations, while
steep gradients don’t. Sharpe and Shorte [59] and Liberman et al. [37] further found that including
detailed kinetics increased the minimum required gradient length to allow for detonation formation.
Kurtz and Regele [31, 32] investigated more realistic hotspot temperature profiles, by including a
hotspot center of finite size in shape of an isothermal plateau. Plateaus of sufficient size were shown
to induce DDT in gradient which on their own would not.
1.2.3 Acoustic Timescale Characterization
One of the common findings of the studies of hotspot ignition, autoignition and detonation
initiation processes is that the relative timescales of energy deposition, energy transport and fluid
motion play a significant role in determining the overall gasdynamic behavior. Information about
changes of the thermodynamic state within a gas is transported at the local speed of sound, a.
The acoustic time ta can then be described as the time it takes for an acoustic wave to transport
information along across some characteristic length scale l. As such the acoustic time gives an
indication of the time required for fluid motion to be induced within a fluid volume and thus time
required for a fluid to react to changes in density or pressure.
What has been shown in many hotspot studies by experience, that detonation initiation largely
depends on the amount of energy locally deposited or rate at which it is deposited, has been formally
investigated over the course of many studies [60, 44, 12, 13, 14]. Clarke, Kassoy and others have
shown that the pressure response is of a gas depends highly on the rate of energy deposition into
8the fluid. Using asymptotic analysis procedure they were able to find equations describing the
response of the gas in different phases following the heat addition.
In an full asymptotic analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations on an acoustic timescale, Kassoy
[24] parametrizes the reaction of an inert fluid to local heat addition. If heat addition is small during
an acoustic heating time period, acoustic waves propagate into the surroundings, while shock waves
are produced when heating is large. He later extends this approach to the transient heat addition
in a reactive gas [25], where similarly the responses range from weak acoustic waves to strong blast
waves.
Regele [49] further applied this characterization on an acoustic timescale to unreacted fuel
pockets surrounded by burned reaction products and was able to show that this method allows
to distinguish between pockets reacting at nearly constant pressure, constant volume, and any
conditions between these two extremes. He further extends these efforts later on to predict the
magnitude of the pressure response of reacting fuel pockets created in turbulent reaction fronts and
their impact on unsteady detonations [50].
1.3 Objectives and Organization
Hotspot ignition behavior and detonation initiation are often studied in terms of either linear
temperature gradient [17, 23] or modeled simple sinusoidal temperature perturbations [68]. In
reality however hotspots rarely take such idealized shapes, due to the complex various mechanisms
that lead to their formations [54, 8]. Hotspots in thermally stratified fields generally take some
curved shape with a local maximum, the hotspot core, surrounded by a gradient region, the hotspot
body, in which the temperature either drops of to some ambient condition or into a neighboring cold
pocket. Recent efforts sought to investigate the influence of the hotspot core on the reaction of the
surrounding hotspot body, by modeling the local maximum at the hotspot center as an isothermal
plateau [31, 32]. Using an acoustic timescale characterization approach of the hotspot plateau an
a-priori prediction of the gas dynamic response could be made. This work aims to expand on
these affords by further investigating the influence of smooth temperature variations between the
9hotspot core and body, and further expanding on the acoustic timescale characterization approach
by identifying critical timescales of the hotspot ignition process.
The first objective of this work is to provide a more realistic model of the hotspot temperature
distribution, that incorporates smooth temperature variations. In an extension of the plateau and
gradient approach taken by Kurtz and Regele [31, 32], a superelliptic model is proposed. Hotspots
of various sizes are studied and results to show the influence of a smooth temperature variation
connecting plateau and gradient regions on the detonation transition behavior. Further the model
provides a way to capture the limiting behaviors demarcated by linear temperature gradients and
gradients with plateaus on their own.
The second objective is to improve the understanding of the dominant timescales controlling
the pressure response during the hotspot ignition. In particular identifying the dominant timescales
controlling the hotspot expansion in dependence of the temperature both inside the hotspot and
in the surrounding fluid, and comparing the results to those obtained by the previously discussed
acoustic timescale characterization methods. The pressure response in dependence of the critical
expansion timescale variations is tested for both hotspots in reactive fluids and unreacted fuel
pockets.
This thesis contains two papers, one published at the time of this thesis was composed, the
other submitted for publication and under review. Chapter 2.8 and 3.7 each contain the entirety
of each publication with their own introduction, descriptions of mathematical model, numerical
methods, analysis, problem statement, results, discussion and conclusion. A general discussion
and conclusion, as well as prospective future work will be featured in chapter 4, followed by a
bibliography for the entire thesis.
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CHAPTER 2. INFLUENCE OF SMOOTH TEMPERATURE VARIATION
ON HOTSPOT IGNITION
A paper published in Combustion Theory and Modelling 1
Fynn Reinbacher 2, Jonathan D. Regele 3’4
2.1 Abstract
Autoignition in thermally stratified reactive mixtures originates in localized hotspots. The igni-
tion behavior is often characterized using linear temperature gradients and more recently constant
temperature plateaus combined with temperature gradients. Acoustic timescale characterization of
plateau regions has been successfully used to characterize the type of mechanical disturbance that
will be created from a plateau core ignition. This work combines linear temperature gradients with
superelliptic cores in order to more accurately account for a local temperature maximum of finite
size and the smooth temperature variation contained inside of realistic hotspot centers. A one-step
Arrehnius reaction is used to model a H2 air reactive mixture. Using the superelliptic approach
a range of behaviors for temperature distributions are investigated by varying the temperature
profile between the gradient only and plateau and gradient bounding cases. Each superelliptic case
is compared to a respective plateau and gradient case where simple acoustic timescale characteriza-
tion may be performed. It is shown that hot spots equivalent with excitation-to-acoustic timescale
ratios sufficiently greater than unity exhibit behavior very similar to a simple plateau-gradient
model. However, for larger hot spots with timescale ratios sufficiently less than unity the reaction
behavior is highly dependent on the smooth temperature profile contained within the core region.
1Fynn Reinbacher, Jonathan D. Regele. Influence of smooth temperature variation on hotspot ignition. Combus-
tion Theory and Modelling V 22, (2017)
2Iowa State University Department of Aerospace Engineering
3Los Alamos National Laboratory
4Author for correspondence: jregele@lanl.gov
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2.2 Introduction
Hot spot auto-ignition is a common problem in internal combustion (IC) engines and is respon-
sible for problems like engine knock and pre-ignition. As its name suggests, a hotspot can generally
be described as a smaller region within a reactivemixture that is distinguished from its surround-
ings by a higher temperature or reactivity. The generation and presence of hotspots can be traced
back to various mechanisms ranging from mechanical friction to localised exothermic reactions or
pressure fluctuations [58, 42, 28]. As Sankaran et al. [54, 8] have shown the combustion in a
thermally stratified mixture may occur either in a flame-like or volumetric fashion, leading to the
generation of either weak acoustic waves or stronger compression waves. They studied non-uniform
initial distributions of temperature and fuel composition in the context of homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCI) engines. HCCI combustion is dependent on hotspot autoignition.
The hotspots form from turbulence and wall heat transfer during compression [56, 55], which can
lead to cycle-to-cycle variations of the ignition delay time and high pressure peaks [2, 10].
It is common for hotspots to be described by critical gradient conditions. An abundance of
literature exists that analyses the transition and initial conditions that lead to the generation of
detonations [39, 62, 74, 35, 36, 34]. Clarke and Nikiforakis [40] and Clarke [11] also show that
hotspots can create compression waves, which can cause detonation formation. The evolution of
wall-type hotspots, with a temperature gradient at the centre, and internal-type hot spots, with
a rounded peak at the centre, are investigated by Jackson, Kapila and Stewart [19]. Gasdynamic
effects are treated as secondary in a regime dominated by chemical heating, resulting in constant
volume explosions in either case.
The acoustic time, ta, is the time it takes for an acoustic wave to propagate some characteristic
length, l, through a mixture at the local speed of sound, a. If energy is added to a mixture at a
timescale much smaller, greater or equal to the acoustic timescale, the fluid will respectively remain
inertially confined, expand or remain just partially confined during the reaction. Many papers
[43, 44, 12, 13, 22, 6, 17] explored the deposition of energy on different length and timescales and
have shown that the gasdynamic response can be characterised by the time duration in which a
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sufficient amount of energy is deposited. Regele et al. [47, 52] also investigated the transition from
deflagration to detonation for an energy deposition on an acoustic timescale and later extended
the 1D model to two dimensions and observed similarities to the one-dimensional model for the
deposition of a sufficient amount of energy.
Kassoy [24] performed an asymptotic analysis of the NavierStokes equations and uses the ratio
of the heating time to acoustic time to characterise the thermomechanical response of the gas.
If heat is added over time longer than the acoustic time, only weak acoustic waves are generated.
Additionally, if the heat addition is a lot larger throughout the same period of time shock waves will
be sent out. In hotspots characterised by their thermal stratification, heat is released throughout
the reaction. Reaction time scales can be related to the acoustic time, similarly to the heating
time.
Real hotspots usually take the form of some curve with a local maximum at the centre of a
hot core region. Recent studies by Kurtz and Regele [31, 32] attempt to take this into account by
studying the influence of a temperature plateau on an adjacent gradient region. It is shown that
plateaus of sufficient size facilitate deflagration-to-detonation transition in gradients that would
otherwise only create strong compression or shock waves. The inertial confinement of the hotspot
core is characterised using the excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio.With this approach, a priori
predictions about hotspot reaction behaviour are made.
While the plateau and gradient model [31, 32] is a first step towards understanding the impact
of a hot core region on a surrounding temperature gradient, more realistic models must also incor-
porate smooth temperature variations within the hot core region. The main objective of this work
is to investigate how the reaction of a finite sized hot spot core region with a smooth temperature
profile connecting the plateau and gradient regions impacts the detonation transition behaviour. In
order to do this, a superelliptic model is proposed that builds on the original plateau and gradient
conditions analysed in Kurtz and Regele [31, 32] in order to determine the difference in behaviour.
This approach provides a way to model the smooth temperature variations inside the hotspot core
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region while simultaneously providing a way to capture the limiting behaviours demarcated by
linear temperature gradients and gradients with plateaus.
This paper is structured as follows. First the mathematical model used to simulate the hotspot
reaction and thermomechanical response is described in Section 2.3. Timescales governing the fluid
behaviour are described in Section 2.4, followed by a formulation of the problem set-up in Section
2.5. In Section 2.6 the numerical methods used to perform the simulations are presented. Finally,
in Section 2.7.2, the results are presented and conclusions are drawn in Section 2.8.
2.3 Mathematical Model
The general governing equations for the flow are given by the reactive NavierStokes equations.
However, the primary focus of the current work lies on spontaneous waves and autoignition that
occur on timescales much shorter than those associated with diffusional processes. In this context
the transport effects may be neglected. Justification for this approach is presented in Section 2.4.
Furthermore, since the objective is the qualitative characterisation of the fluids thermomechanical
response, one-step kinetics are employed, rather than detailed chemistry which would be necessary
for quantitative predictions of critical conditions for detonation formation [22, 6, 59, 37]. Therefore,
































Here ρ is the density, ρu is the momentum, eT is the total energy per unit mass, and Y is the
fuel mass fraction. The sum of internal, kinetic and chemical energy yields the total energy:
eT =
p
ρ(γ − 1) +
1
2
u2 + Y q, (2.3)
The reaction rate is given by:
W˙ = BρY e−Ea/T . (2.4)
with pre-exponential factor B, heat of reaction q and activation energy Ea. The ideal gas law
is used to find the temperature.
2.4 Time and length scale definitions
The acoustic timescale refers to the time it takes for a mechanical disturbance, like a compression
or expansion wave, to travel through some characteristic length l at the local speed of sound a. It
therefore describes the time required to induce fluid motion. In the plateau and gradient model
developed by Kurtz and Regele [31, 32] the plateau length was used as the characteristic length








An autoignitive reactive mixture can be described by three basic timescales: the halfreaction
time, ignition delay time, and excitation time. The excitation time τe is roughly defined as the
time it takes for a reactivemixture to fully react once the reaction has initiated after the ignition
delay time τi has elapsed [22, 6, 17]. Since there are no distinct start and end times for chemical
reactions, both can be derived from the half-reaction time τr at which half of the fuel has been
consumed Y0.5 = 0.5.
As pictured by Figure 2.1, given the slope at the half reaction time dY0.5/dt, the excitation time
can be linearly extrapolated. The ignition delay time is then given by τi = τr0.5τe.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic plot of fuel consumption and derivation of reaction time scales.
In previous work Kurtz and Regele [31, 32] use excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratios in order
to characterise the influence of a temperature plateau at a hotspot core on the overall reaction










Here L represents the distance an acoustic wave travels during the excitation time. When the
excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio is small, τe  ta , the hotspot remains inertially confined
during the reaction, resulting in a constant volume reaction. If the excitation-to acoustic timescale
ratio is large, τe  ta, the hotspot is inertially unconfined and reacts at nearly constant pressure.
If the timescale ratio is O(1), τe ≈ ta, partial inertial confinement occurs and compression waves
are created.
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Viscous and conductive timescales, τv = l
2/ν0 and τc = l
2/κ0, have been defined by Kassoy
[24] where the characteristic dynamic viscosity and thermal diffusivity are given by ν0 and κ0,
respectively. Both can be rewritten in terms of the acoustic Reynolds number and Prandtl number,
Rea = l · a0/nu0 and Pr = ν0/κ0. The viscous and conductive timescales may be written in terms








= Rea Pr ta. (2.8)
2.5 Problem Statement
Linear temperature gradients and linear temperature gradients with plateaus constitute the
bounding temperature profiles that represent more realistic temperature profiles. In order to ac-
count for and characterise these limiting behaviours and also analyse the behavioural dependence
on smooth temperature changes between these limits, a newsuperelliptic model is proposed. The
model is constructed to fulfil the following qualities.
• A zero temperature gradient should be given at the peak temperature in the hotspot centre.
• No discontinuities should exist within the hotspot temperature profile. The hotspot body can
be described by a linear temperature gradient. A model for the hotspot core therefore needs
to be able to transition smoothly into the outer gradient (body) for all theoretically possible
connecting temperature gradients.
• It should be possible to create a wide range of hotspot core sizes so that hotspots exhibiting
no, partial, or full inertial confinement may be modelled.
Simple mathematical expressions such as sine waves or quadratic polynomials cannot necessarily
fulfill all these qualities. For a given interval 0 < x < l that is supposed to describe the hotspot
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core region, the gradient covered by a quadratic function will only range from 0 to 2al and from 0
to a · cos(al) for a sine function. The gradients in the hotspot body that these core representations
could smoothly connect to is therefore limited.
Another possible approach is to represent hotspots with more complex, higher order polyno-
mials. While this would make it possible to model a temperature profile with great detail and
account for all of the criteria mentioned above, the approach is underconstrained by the number
of unknown polynomial coefficients that are introduced. One of the advantages of the previously
used plateau and gradient model is that it utilises only two parameters, the plateau temperature
and length.
A superellipse provides a new approach to combine all of these qualities, while minimising the









where a and b are the foci locations in the x- and y-directions, respectively. The exponents
n and m can be any finite positive number. For n = m = 2 Equation 2.9 represents a regular
ellipse and if additionally a = b a circle. Figure 2(a) shows the figures created by a superellipse for
a = b = 1 and varying superelliptic exponents n = m ranging from 1 to ∞. It can be seen that
growing exponents lead to flatter, wider plateau-like regions.
Instead of using the two generic variables x and y, we can substitute the targeted variables in a
onedimensional hotspot, the temperature T e and location x, leaving four generic parameters a, b, n
and m. The foci locations a and b can then be translated to an elliptic length lell and temperature































Figure 2.2 (a) Evolution of superellipse for changing parameter n; (b) illustration of su-
perelliptic hotspot parameters.
Equation 2.10 can be rearranged in order to give a temperature distribution throughout the
elliptic peak. From this the temperature distribution and the temperature gradient are expressed
as:






















Now a temperature profile for a hotspot with rounded peak can be derived. In addition to the






the plateau and gradient model, we can now prescribe a hotspot core temperature drop-off ∆Tc and
superelliptic exponents n and m to describe the curvature of the temperature profile. Figure 2.2(b)
shows a diagram of the hot spot model where ∆Tc is basically the temperature difference between
the maximum temperature and the temperature at which the the slopes from the superellipse and
constant gradient region are matched. In order to retrieve the semi-minor and semi-major axis of
the super-ellipse, we set boundary conditions on Equations 2.11 and 2.12 to obtain ∆Tell and lell in
terms of ∆Tc and lc. We prescribe a continuous slope T
e′(x) = s and T e(x) = ∆Tell∆Tc at x = lc.
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For a single super-elliptic exponent n = m = nell, we can then derive an implicit formulation for
the ratio lc/lell, as well as an expression for ∆Tell.





























Under the condition that f(s,∆Tc, lc, nell) = 0, lell and ∆Tell can be found. In order for a




on the choice of possible parameters. Finally the initial temperature distribution throughout
the hotspot is then given by:
T (x) =

Tmax −∆Tell + T e(x) , x < lc
Tmax −∆Tc + s(x− lc) , lc ≤ x < lh
Ta , lh ≤ x
(2.16)
Here Ta is the ambient temperature surrounding the hotspot, and lh the overall hotspot length
given by lh = (Tmax∆TcTa)/s + lc. Finally the independent variables for the superelliptic model
are Tmax, lc, s, ∆Tc and nell , in contrast to Tmax, lp and s for the plateau and gradient model,
where the plateau length lp corresponds to the core length lc in the limit nell =∞ and ∆Tc = 0.
In this current investigation on the superelliptic model, the changing reaction behaviour for
hotspots with rounded peaks is compared to the results obtained by Kurtz and Regele [31, 32] for a
simpler plateau and gradient model. A plateau and gradient approximation for an example hotspot
can be seen in Figure 2.3.
The model reactive mixture is given by a stoichiometric H2−air mixture with a one-step Ar-
rhenius reaction. Table 2.1 gives the reaction parameters obtained from Bane [4], with respect
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Figure 2.3 Normalised temperature distribution at hotspot core for continuous (solid) and
plateau-gradient (dashed) temperature profile.
to a reference state. The universal gas constant R is calculated from the weighted average of a
stoichiometric H2air mixture.
For all cases the following applies to the respective initial conditions. The initial pressure is
constant at 1 atm. At the peak the temperature and density at the hotspot centre are Tmax = 1260
K and ρmax = 0.24 kg m
−3, respectively. The ambient conditions are Ta = 840K and ρa = 0.36 kg
m3. A gradient of s = 168 K mm1 is chosen, which is too steep to create strong compression or
shock waves on its own, but is a gradient suggested in [5] to be a realistic gradient observable in
IC engines.
Superelliptic exponents ranging from 1 to 100 are investigated, where nell = 1 represents the
gradient only bounding temperature profile and nell = 100 the plateau and gradient bounding
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Table 2.1 Values of pre-exponential factor, activation energy, and heat of reaction pre-





R 398 J/(kg K)
a0 347 m/s
B 2.26e+ 9 (s−1)
Ea 33γRT0
q 12γRT0
temperature profile. As illustrated in Figure 2.2(a), the elliptic exponent is varied to explore the
behaviour of smooth temperature profiles that lie in between these two bounds. For each exponent,
an excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio is calculated. Table 2.2 gives a list of all exponents nell and
corresponding timescale ratios for all cases. ∆Tc and lc are adjusted in such a way that for all nell the
dependent variables ∆Tell and lell are kept constant and that for large nell the resulting plateau has
a length of 10L. In this case the reference plateau and gradient case obtained from the superelliptic
model then correlates to the fully inertially confined case investigated in previous studies [31, 32].
In order to fulfill Equation 2.15 for all nell , the constant reference dependent variables are chosen
∆Tell = 571.2 K and lell = 3.4 mm. This ensures that the underlying superellipse describing the
core temperature variation varies only in terms of its exponent nell.
Note that the Tmax, ∆Tc and lc can be additional parameters to explore to fully describe the
ignition behaviour of smoothly varying temperature profiles. Variation of Tmax is not anticipated
to alter the behaviour observed in this work because the results are normalised by acoustic and
excitation timescales, which are set by the maximum temperature. As for nell, the variation of nell
still shows the influence of smooth temperature variation on its own. In this work, we have chosen
constant values of ∆Tell and lell to capture these effects while satisfying the constraint Equation
2.15. A full exposition of the effects of varying these other parameters independently awaits further
investigation.
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Table 2.2 Investigated superelliptic parameters and corresponding plateau-gradient model
acoustic timescale ratios.
nell τe/ta nell τe/ta
1 ∞ 1.225 0.74
1.015 9.7 1.25 0.67
1.02 7.3 1.275 0.62
1.04 3.7 1.5 0.38
1.06 2.5 4 0.15
1.15 1.06 10 0.12
100 0.10
The use of the reactive Euler equations and thus omission of transport terms is validated by a
comparison of the timescales of interest. At the reference state the acoustic Reynolds and Prandtl
numbers are nearly 22, 000 and 0.7, respectively. Substituted in Equations 2.7 and 2.8 the resulting
viscous and conductive timescales are four orders of magnitude larger than the acoustic time, leaving
all other timescales of interest within one order of the acoustic time. This validates the use of the
reactive Euler equations to model the timescales of interest.
2.6 Numerical Method
The parallel adaptive wavelet collocation method (PAWCM) [27, 65] is used to solve the gov-
erning equations. A revised hyperbolic solver developed specifically for the PAWCM is used to
stabilise shocks and contact discontinuities [48]. Symmetric boundary conditions are used on the
left boundary and outflow conditions on the right boundary. The spatial discretisation is second or-
der accurate in smooth regions and reduces to between first and second order in regions with shock
or contact discontinuities. A van Leer flux limiter minimises numerical diffusion and maintains
nonlinear stability [64, 1].
Abase grid of 20 grid points is used with 13 levels of refinement, resulting in a maximum of
81, 920 effective grid points. The grid spacing corresponding to the highest refinement level is
∆x ≈ 1.8E − 04 mm. This resolution is necessary in order to fully resolve the peak pressure at the
von Neumann spike with an error of less than 1% [31].
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2.7 Results
In order to verify the results presented in this work are accurate, the nell = 4 case was run until
a steady detonation wave was formed. The CJ detonation Mach number can be found using [61]:
MCJ =
(√









where q is the heat of reaction and a1 is the speed of sound in the reactants. The propagation
Mach number MCJ measured numerically is found to be within 0.31% of the theoretical value
of 3.19. The corresponding peak pressure for a detonation wave propagating in the surrounding
constant temperature region is 11.6 atm. The CJ Mach number and post-shock pressure are lower
than the typical value of 5 because the reactive mixture is at an elevated temperature.
Figure 2.4 shows xt diagrams for the simulation results obtained for superelliptic hotspots with
exponents nell = 1.015, 1.15 and 4. These cases correspond to acoustic timescale ratios τe/ta = 9.7,
1.06 and 0.15 exhibiting little, partial and full inertial confinement, which are timescale ratios
similar to those presented in Kurtz and Regele [31, 32]. For each case the xt diagrams show the
contours of the temperature and pressure throughout the domain. The time is normalised by the
isochoric half-reaction time at the maximum initial temperature in the hotspot and the distance is
normalised by the length L. Solid, dashed and dot-dashed white lines represent the demarcation
between the reacted and unreacted material in the unconfined, partially confined and fully confined
cases, respectively. In order to improve the visualisation of the pressure variation in the detonating
case away from the detonation itself, the pressure in Figure 2.4(f) has been capped at 7 atm.
2.7.1 Dependence on superellipse exponent
In Figure 2.4(a) it can be seen that the reaction in the unconfined case starts slightly after the
isochoric half reaction time, when there is a sudden increase in temperature due to the chemical heat
release at t/τr ≈ 1.2, closer to the isobaric half reaction time. The reaction front then propagates
down the temperature gradient. As the initial gas temperature gets lower, the reaction front slows


















































































































































































































Figure 2.4 Contour plot of temperature (a, c, e) and pressure (b, d, f) over time through-
out the domain. Lines indicated the interface between reacted and unreacted
material for each reference timescale ratio 9.7 (solid), 1.06 (dashed) and 0.15
(dot-dashed).
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which occurs at t/τr = 1.9. In Figure 2.4(b) it can be seen that an incidental shock is sent out
as the mixture ignites around 1.2τr . Initially the peak pressure in this shock is 1.47atm. It stays
decoupled from the reaction front (solid white line) at all times.
Figure 2.4(c) shows the temperature contour for the partially confined case. Heat release from
the reaction begins at t/τr ≈ 1.1, slightly after the isochoric half reaction time has passed. Com-
pared to the unconfined case it can be seen that the half reaction front progresses initially faster.
The corresponding pressure plot, Figure 2.4(d), shows that initially the reaction front couples to
the incidental shock. Compared to Figure 2.4(b) the incidental shock is stronger and reaches a
peak pressure of 1.85 atm at t/τr ≈ 1.2, a 25% increase as compared to the unconfined case. As
time progresses this difference becomes even more apparent. In the coupled shock and reaction
front the peak pressure builds up to 2.82 atm by t/τr ≈ 1.5, whereas in the unconfined case it only
reaches a pressure of 1.98 atm, a 50% difference. The stronger incidental shock thus preheats the
material in the gradient region more, reducing the ignition delay time and triggering the reaction,
which leads to the initial coupling of shock and reaction front. As the shock proceeds further down
the temperature gradient of the hotspot body, it is no longer strong enough to preheat the material
enough to lead to an immediate reaction. At about t.τr ≈ 2 the reaction front and shock therefore
decouple again. Figure 2.4(e) and 2.4(f) show the temperature and pressure for the confined case
with τe/ta = 0.15. In this case the shock stays coupled at all times, resulting in a detonation.
Compared to the partially and unconfined cases, the reaction starts right after the isochoric igni-
tion delay time and the heat release therefore is observable right at t/τr ≈ 1. At t/τr ≈ 1.2 and
1.5 the peak pressures reach 3.34 atm and 5.54 atm. This significantly higher pressure rise is able
to trigger an immediate reaction even as the shock proceeds into the colder domain. The reaction
front and shock remain coupled and lead to a detonation.
Figure 2.5 show the results for a range of superelliptic exponents and thus excitation-to-acoustic
timescale ratios. The cases are grouped according to the degree of inertial confinement. For each
of the unconfined, partially confined and confined cases, the initial temperature profile, trajectory
of the half reaction front and the gas velocity of at half reaction front are given. Similar to the
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Figure 2.5 Initial temperature distribution zoomed in on the hotspot core to highlight
smooth temperature variation at the centre (a, d, g), trajectory of half-reaction
front (b, e, h) and gas velocity at half-reaction front (c, f, i) for unconfined (ac),
partially confined (df) and confined (gi) cases, given by the varying superelliptic
exponents.
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contour plots given in Figure 2.4, time and length are normalised by the isochoric half reaction
time and length L. The velocity at the propagation front is normalised by the reference speed of
sound a0. The initial temperature profiles are shown at the hotspot centre only in order to show
the minute differences between cases and especially for cases with nell close to unity. Partially
confined cases are distinguished from unconfined cases by whether the shock and reaction fronts
couple initially or not. Confined cases are distinguished from partially confined cases by whether
the half reaction recouples with the shock and forms a detonation or not for exponents close to
unity. Large exponents automatically resulting in excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratios on the
order of 0.1 are considered confined, independent of whether a detonation is formed or not, since
these timescale ratios will result in a constant volume reaction throughout the hotspot core.
For the unconfined cases shown in Figure 2.5(a),2.5(b),2.5(c), it can be seen in Figure 2.5(a)
that the initial temperature profile varies only slightly between each case with variations on the
order of 0.1%. The excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio of the plateau however varies by almost
one order of magnitude from 9.7 to 3.7, excluding the gradient only case, which has a theoretical
timescale ratio of ∞, due to the lack of a finite plateau size. Similarly the half reaction front
trajectories and propagation speed curves coincide, showing the same reaction behaviour for all
cases. As observed in Figure 2.4(a) and 2.4(b), without the half reaction front coupling to the
shock, it immediately begins to decelerate. This becomes even more apparent when looking at the
plot of the propagation speed at the half reaction front, Figure 2.5(c). The velocity initially peaks
at t/τr ≈ 2, when the fast incidental shock emitted at the hotspot centre passes through the half
reaction front. After this peak the propagation velocity starts to decrease linearly, as the reaction
front proceeds down the linear initial temperature gradient into the colder gas.
In the partially confined cases, illustrated in Figure 2.5(d), the timescale ratios vary from 2.5
to 0.74 and a slightly different behaviour is observed. Initially the shock and half reaction front
couple and they stay coupled longer for an increasing level of confinement (smaller τe/ta or larger
nell ). For nell = 1.06, corresponding to τe/ta = 2.5 they decouple after 1.5τr (circle), which can
also be seen in Figure 2.4(c) and 2.4(d). For n = 1.225 (τe/ta = 0.74) they remain coupled until 2τr
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(diamond). In the cases with exponents 1.06 and 1.15 the half reaction follows a similar trajectory
to the unconfined cases once shock and reaction decouple. In the nell = 1.225 case the reaction
front starts to accelerate again at 5τr as shown in the trajectory and propagation speed plots,
Figure 2.5(e) and 2.5(f). In contrast to the unconfined cases, the partially confined cases show a
second acceleration in the reaction front for cases nell = 1.15 and nell = 1.225. In the latter case
a tertiary acceleration can be observed in Figure 2.5(e) at t5τr . In general, increasing exponents
increase the confinement of the core region, which then increases the strength of the initial shock.
Stronger shocks preheat the reactive mixture more and thereby increase the peak velocity. In the
unconfined cases the peak speed is almost constant for all exponents at around ux/a0 = 0.65, which
suggests that the compression or shock wave created from the core region reaction has little if any
effect on the surrounding gradient region. On the other hand, Figure 2.5(c) shows that the peak
velocity for the partially confined cases range from 0.75 to 1.7, demonstrating a clear dependence
on the core profiles when the excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratios are O(1).
Fully confined cases, shown in Figure 52.5(g),2.5(h),2.5(i), have plateau excitation-to-acoustic
timescale ratios ranging from 0.67 to 0.1. The initial temperature profiles in Figure 2.5(g) show
that as the exponent increases the size of the plateau increases until a plateau-like hotspot centre
is created and surrounded by a gradient region. As nell approaches ∞, the hotspot approaches the
plateau and gradient model, which can be seen in the cases of nell = 10 and 100 (plus, diamond).
Figure 2.5(h) shows the trajectories of the half reaction fronts. It can be seen that in all cases
except for the plateau and gradient case, nell = 100, the reaction front and shock couple to form a
detonation. Just a slight increase in the exponent from 1.225 (τe/ta = 0.74) in the partially confined
case to 1.25 (τe/ta = 0.67) in the confined case leads to detonation formation from a secondary
explosion. In the cases with exponents 1.275, 1.5 and 4 (square, triangle, x ) detonation formation
occurs immediately after ignition, which can be inferred from the linear trajectory of the half
reaction front (Figure 2.5(h)) and the velocity at the reaction front (Figure 2.5(i)). In these cases
no initial peak from the incidental shock passing through the reaction front is present. Instead, the





















Figure 2.6 Peak pressure in incidental compression wave emitted by hotspot core at times
1.0τr, 1.5τr and 2.0τr for superelliptic hotspots of varying reference timescale
ratios (circle, square, triangle) and respective plateau and gradient model
hotspots (dash, dot, dot-dash).
propagation velocity. The latter drop off in velocity is due to the reaction front leaving the domain.
Cases with exponents of 1.25 and 10 do not immediately transition to detonations. This can easiest
be seen in the velocity Figure 2.5(i). In these cases there is an initial peak in velocity from the
original ignition and then the reaction decouples from the shock. Later the reaction catches up to
the shock and forms a detonation at 3.8τr and 4.7τr for nell = 1.25 and 10, respectively. For the
plateau and gradient case given by the exponent of nell = 100 (diamond) the reaction does not
transition to detonation. While the shock and reaction are coupled initially, the shock wave does
not adequately preheat the mixture to a temperature such that a localised explosion will occur and
form a detonation wave.
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For each case, Figure 2.6 shows the maximum pressure inside the domain at 1, 1.5 and 2
times the half reaction time τr. The results are presented in terms of the corresponding plateau
excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratios listed in Table 2.2. Not shown in Figure 2.6 are the pressures
for the gradient only case, since the theoretical ratio τe/ta would be ∞ and the pressures produced
by this case are similar to some of the larger timescale ratio cases. The time τr shows the initial
stages of compression wave formation. Later times, 1.5τr and 2τr, correspond to the compression
waves travel inside the hot spot core and linear temperature gradient regions. For the partially and
unconfined cases, τe/ta > 0.74, the initial pressure rise forms a gradually increasing compression
wave, rather than a shock. In all other cases the peak pressures correspond to post-shock pressures.
For the unconfined cases with timescale ratios greater than unity, the peak pressure is nearly
identical at each of the different times, which is consistent with the similar reaction behaviours ob-
served in Figure 2.5(a),2.5(b),2.5(c). When partial inertial confinement is exhibited by the hotspot
core, the maximum pressure grows. For the case with an excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio of
1.06 the peak pressures at times 1.5τr and 2τr reach values of 2.9 and 3.3 atm. This trend of
increased pressure in the shockwaves emitted from the hotspot core continues for increasing in-
ertial confinement and decreasing excitation-to-acoustic time ratios. The maximum pressure at r
becomes nearly independent of excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratios for τe/ta < 0.15. This occurs
because the temperature profiles for these timescale ratios correspond to exponents nell > 4 where
the reaction is dominated by a constant volume reaction inside of a large temperature plateau.
At later times the peak pressure varies significantly between the different inertially confined cases.
The plateau and gradient model alone predict a smaller increase in pressure, and thus less compres-
sive heating. Smaller hotspots, given by smaller exponents, lead to a smaller increase in pressure.
This suggests that the growth in strength of the shock happens inside the hot spot core where the
temperature gradient changes gradually.
The grey dashed, dotted and dot-dash line in Figure 2.6 mark the maximum pressures in the
domain for the plateau and gradient reference cases at times τr, 1.5τr and 2τr respectively. It can
be seen that in comparison to the superelliptic model the plateau and gradient model predicts a
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similar initial pressure rise at τr for all cases. At t = τr only the hottest material at the hotspot peak
has reacted and the pressure rises mainly inside the hotspot core. This initial pressure rise sends
pressure waves into the regions of changing gradient in the superelliptic model cases and directly
into the gradient region in the plateau and gradient model cases. At t = 1.5τr more differences
become apparent. For the unconfined cases, timescale ratios larger than 2, the plateau and gradient
model captures the peak pressure fairly accurately with only a slight over-prediction.
As the timescale ratios decrease and the inertial confinement increases, a larger rise in pressure
can be seen in the superelliptic case. As the initial compression waves travel through the region
of changing temperature gradient, rather than constant gradient, more pressure builds up. Until
a point, the difference between the pressure rise in the superelliptic and the plateau and gradient
only case grows larger as the reference timescale becomes smaller. The difference is the greatest in
the cases with timescale ratios equal to 0.38 and 0.62. For timescale ratios smaller than the 0.38
case the peak pressure approaches the plateau and gradient model again. This effect becomes even
more significant at 2τr. For timescale ratios larger than unity it can be seen that for the unconfined
and partially confined cases, the plateau and gradient, as well as the more realistic superelliptic
model lead to similar pressure rises. For partially and fully confined cases with timescale ratios
smaller than unity, the difference between the pressure rise resulting from both models becomes
significant. The change in gradient inside the hotspot core in partially and fully confined hotspots
plays an important role in accelerating spontaneous reaction fronts to form detonation waves. This
suggests that, in addition to the hotspot core size, how the temperature changes inside of the core
regions can have a significant influence on the ignition behaviour.
Additional cases have been performed where the maximum temperature Tmax is varied from
Tmax = 840 K to infinity where the reaction behaviour is independent of the initial temperature.
It is found for realistic temperatures that the gasdynamic response of the gas is independent of the
maximum temperature as long as the excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio for the core region is the
same. This suggests that the excitation-to-acoustic timescale ratio provides a universal mechanism
that eliminates the maximum temperature Tmax from the ignition behaviour.
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Figure 2.7 Global heat release rate per unit area (crosses, left y-axis) and maximum pres-
sure (triangle, right y-axis) in domain for superelliptic (SE, solid) and plateau
and gradient (PG) cases (dash) for (nell = 4) over time.
2.7.2 Effects of smooth temperature variation
In order to illustrate the difference in behaviour between the plateau-gradient (PG) and superel-
liptic (SE) models, the nell = 4 (τe/ta = 0.15) case, which corresponds to the highest peak pressure
in Figure 2.6, can be compared with the plateau gradient case with the same timescale ratio. Figure
2.7 compares the 1-D globally integrated heat release rate (Q˙/A) and maximum pressure between
these two cases. Solid lines represent the superelliptic case, while dashed lines represent the corre-
sponding plateau and gradient case. The two horizontal lines show the heat release per unit area
of 2.85 MW/m2 and peak pressure of 11.63 atm that correspond to a steady CJ state respectively.
In both cases the reaction within the hotspot core begins around t/τr = 0.93, with the onset of an
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increased global heat release rate and rising pressure throughout the hotspot core. At t/τr = 1.19
the global heat release reaches a maximum, just after the isochoric half reaction time. Although
the heat release begins very similarly for each of the two cases, the plateau-gradient model has a
higher peak heat release rate than the superelliptic case. After the peak in heat release the PG
model drops off more quickly than the SE model until around t/τr ≈ 1.4. For t/τr > 1.4 the heat
release rate for the SE model rises significantly faster than the PG model and eventually matches
the CJ heat release rate, indicating that a detonation wave has formed. Similarly, the peak pressure
for each model is nearly identical until t/τr ≈ 1.4, after which the peak pressure for the SE model
continues to rise until a detonation is formed.
Since the peak pressure is nearly identical up until t = 1.4 and then after that the two cases re-
acts very differently, it is the difference in temperature profiles that causes the different behaviours.
It is clear that the smooth variation in temperature inside the hot spot core facilitates the formation
of a detonation wave more easily than a relatively large volume of gas reacting uniformly to produce
a shock wave that compresses surrounding reactive media in a linear temperature gradient. This
can be inferred by observing that the heat release for the SE model has a lower maximum with
a higher minimum after the initial hot spot core reaction than the PG model. This suggests that
better coupling between the reaction and pressure waves generated from the reaction occur in the
SE model over the PG model.
Figure 2.8 shows the trajectories of the half reaction front and maximum pressure location with
respect to the original dimensions of the hotspot. Half reaction front trajectories are indicated by
x-markers and peak pressure locations are indicated by triangle markers. The trajectories of the
superelliptic case are given by solid lines and the trajectories in the plateau and gradient case by
dashed lines. The two vertical lines indicate the original borders of the hotspot core, gradient and
ambient regions. In both cases at t/τr ≈ 1.15 a half-reaction front forms. At this time in the SE
case the half-reaction front is located at x/L ≈ 2.5, meaning that about a third of the hotspot core
has reacted. In the PG case it is located at x/L ≈ 4.3, which corresponds to roughly two thirds of
the hotspot core. The remaining hot material inside the hotspot core is rapidly consumed in the
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Figure 2.8 xt diagram showing the trajectories of half-reaction front (x) and location of
maximum pressure (triangle) in respect to the original hotspot temperature
profile for (nell = 4), for plateau and gradient (dash), and superelliptic (solid)
case.
PG case by t/τr ≈ 1.24, while in the SE case it takes until t/τr ≈ 1.4. After the rapid consumption
of the hotspot core in the PG the half-reaction front decelerates abruptly as it moves into the cooler
gradient region, due to the sudden change in temperature gradient at this point.
Also seen in Figure 2.8, the global maximum pressure is initially located at the hotspot centre.
As indicated by the nearly horizontal lines for xpmax at t/τr ≈ 1.4, the reaction grows to sufficient
magnitude and the global maximum pressure moves rapidly to the outside of the core region. After
this point the global maximum trajectory tracks a compression wave moving into the unreacted
material. In the SE case, after the rapid movement in maximum pressure, the wave first appears
inside the hotspot core region at x/L ≈ 5.9, while in the PG case it is already in the gradient region
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at x/L ≈ 7.9. Right as the maximum pressure in the PG case shifts from the hotspot centre to
the pressure wave it passes the half reaction front. The pressure wave moves with a faster velocity
down through the gradient region ahead of the reaction without coupling. In the SE case the half
reaction front gradually decelerates as it leaves the hotspot core. The pressure wave catches up to
it around t/τr1.54 and reaction front and pressure wave couple just outside of the core region. This
suggests that the dynamics leading to the coupling of the pressure and reaction waves mostly occurs
inside the smooth temperature variation inside the hot spot core. This can be contrasted with the
PG model where the two waves do not cross each other until t/τr ≈ 1.45, which is approximately
20% (x/L = 8) into the gradient region. This suggests that the reactive media will be significantly
cooler, which may prohibit the coupling from occurring. This is supported by the fact that the
pressure up until this time (Figure 2.7) is exactly the same in both cases.
As performed in Regele et al. [51] the local acoustic to heating timescale ratio of a moving wave
can be evaluated to further investigate the different ignition dynamics. Since the excitation time
can be assumed to be much smaller than the induction time τe  τi, the heat release throughout
a small fluid volume of length ∆x at x0 can be assumed to occur between τi(x0) and τi(x0 + ∆x).
Thus the heating time in this region for a fluid volume ∆x can be written as:
th = τi(x0 + ∆x)− τi(x0). (2.18)





For the same fluid volume the acoustic time scale is given by ta = ∆x/a(x0), with the speed of












Here us is defined as the spontaneous wave speed us = (dτi/dx)
1 as described by Zeldovich [73]
and a(x0) the local speed of sound. The local heating to acoustic timescale ratio is formed at x1/2,
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Figure 2.9 Local heating to acoustic timescale ratio evolution over time for plateau and
gradient (PG), and superelliptic (SE) reaction case for (nell = 4).
the half reaction front location, which gives a(x0) =
√
γRT (x1/2) and us = dx1/2/dt. For a steady
CJ detonation the spontaneous wave speed becomes the propagation speed of the detonation wave
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Figure 2.9 shows the development of the local heating to acoustic timescale ratio over time for
the SE case, marked by circles, and PG case, marked by crosses. The solid horizontal line indicates








γRT (y = 0.5)
. (2.22)
Up until t/τr ≈ 1.24 the local timescale ratio grows linearly at the same rate in both the
SE and PG case up to 0.32, indicating strong inertial confinement of the reaction zone. At this
point in the PG case the local timescale ratio jumps to a value greater than unity th/ta ≈ 1.35 at
t/τr ≈ 1.28, resulting in reduced partial inertial confinement. In contrast, in the SE case a steady
growth can be observed until t/τr = 1.48 when the local acoustic to heating timescale ratio peaks
at a value smaller than unity, 0.83. After the initial peak the local timescale ratio decreases in both
cases. In the PG case it drops off and plateaus around 1 from t/τr = 1.44 to 1.63, then decreases
further to a minimum of about 0.9 and grows continuously after t/τr = 2. In the SE case the local
timescale ratio continuously drops after its initial peak and converges towards the steady CJ value.
At t/τr = 2, the local heating to acoustic timescale ratio of the forming detonation wave is within
5% of that of a CJ detonation. While the reaction in the PG case loses its full inertial confinement
shortly after its initiation and with timescale ratios on the order of and larger than unity, the
reaction in the SE case remains fully inertially confined at all times with no discontinuous changes
over time.
Figure 2.9 shows that the timescale ratios are very similar while the reaction is inside the hot
spot core until t/τr = 1.35. In the PG model, for t/τr > 1.35, the reaction becomes only partially
confined, which further suggests that the temperatures are too low to support pressure-reaction
coupling outside of the core region. In contrast, the SE model maintains a sub-unity timescale ratio
for the duration of the ignition and thereby supports the formation of a detonation wave. After
the local maximum in heat release, both cases show a reduction in timescale ratio, which indicates
that the pressure wave has preheated the reactive media and increased the reaction rate. However,
in the PG case, the increase in reaction rate is not substantial enough to form a detonation. This
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is evidenced by the increase in the timescale ratio for t/τr > 1.8; whereas, in the SE model, the
timescale ratio reduces to the detonation limit.
2.8 Conclusions
A new superelliptic model has been proposed and investigated. It is shown that the model
provides a way to model not only linear temperature gradients and gradients with a constant
temperature plateau, but all of the possible hot spot profiles between these two limiting conditions.
Furthermore, the superelliptic model can capture changes in gradient inside the hotspot core while
using a minimal number of parameters.
A range of hot spot behaviours are explored by varying the exponent of the superellipse. For each
exponent a timescale ratio corresponding to an equivalent plateau is determined. Previous work
has characterised the influence of this plateau on its surroundings. It is shown that for reference
timescale ratios much larger than unity, the plateau and gradient model and the superelliptic
model show a similar behaviour. For timescale ratios on the order of unity the gasdynamic response
predicted by the plateau and gradient model differs significantly from the more realistic superelliptic
model. Slight changes in the superelliptic exponent and reference timescale ratios in the partially
confined cases show a high sensitivity to regions of changing temperature gradients throughout the
hotspot core. The most significant deviations between the plateau and gradient model and the
superelliptic model are observed for timescale ratios between 0.1 and 1. For these smaller timescale
ratios, it is found that the temperature profile inside the hot spot core region plays a pivotal role
in facilitating detonation formation.
It was shown that the amplitude of the pressure wave created by the hot spot ignition is nearly
identical for both the plateau and gradient model and the ellipse. However, the initial emergence
of the wave in the plateau/gradient model occurs outside the core region, which causes the reactive
media after pressurisation to still be at a low enough temperature that the pressure and reaction
waves do not couple. In contrast, in the superelliptic model with the smooth temperature variation
inside the core region, the pressure wave emerges inside the core region where the media is at a
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sufficiently higher temperature that enables the two waves to couple upon exiting the core region.
Approved for public release: LA-UR-17-28265.
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CHAPTER 3. FORMULATION OF CRITICAL TIMESCALES IN
HOTSPOT IGNITION
A paper submitted Nov 2017 to Proceedings of the Combustion Institute 1
Fynn Reinbacher 2, Jonathan D. Regele 3’4
3.1 Abstract
Autoignition of hotspots in thermally stratified reactive mixtures and unreacted fuel-pockets
play a significant role in a variety of combustion problems, ranging from HCCI engines to unsteady
detonation waves. For a fixed temperature regime, mechanical disturbances created by hotspots
and fuel-pockets of finite size have been successfully characterized using acoustic timescale charac-
terization. This work presents an approach to characterize the reaction behavior of both hotspots
and fuel-pockets, independent of their thermal stratification, with respect to their surroundings.
For this purpose, two dominant timescales in the expansion of a reactive fuel-pocket are identified,
given by the minimum required critical expansion speed and the maximal attainable expansion
speed for any hotspot or fuel-pocket. The new approach is compared to a hotspot characterization
method based on acoustic and excitation timescales. Hotspots and fuel pockets are modeled in a
H2-air mixture using a one-step Arrhenius reaction. It is shown that the new timescale approach
predicts the pressure response of both hotspots and fuel-pockets, independent of temperature, in
both the hotspot and its surroundings.
1Fynn Reinbacher, Jonathan D. Regele. Formulation of Critical Timescales in Hotspot Ignition. Proceedings of
the Combustion Institute, (2018)
2Iowa State University Department of Aerospace Engineering
3Los Alamos National Laboratory
4Author for correspondence: jregele@lanl.gov
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3.2 Introduction
Autoignition is a phenomenon associated with localized regions of high reactivity embedded in
less or non-reactive surroundings. This behavior occurs in localized hotspots where the temperature
is higher than the surroundings as well as unreacted pockets of fuel. Autoignition of a thermally
stratified reactive mixture can be readily observed in applications such as HCCI engines, where
they form due to various mechanisms such as mechanical friction, wall heat transfer or turbulence
[58, 56]. Pockets of unburned fuel have also been observed in unstable cellular detonations, where
they form behind the slip line in the shape of a “tongue”, which gets pinched off by colliding
transverse waves [45, 29].
Hotspots are usually described in terms of linear temperature gradient conditions and charac-
terized by their influence on the transition to detonation [39, 74, 36]. Clarke and Nikiforakis [40]
and Clarke [11] have further shown that hotspots can generate compression waves, which facilitate
the formation of detonation waves. More recently Kurtz and Regele [31] built on this approach by
including a hotspot center of finite size and describing its influence on the surrounding gradient.
Reinbacher and Regele [53] further expanded this methodology to smooth temperature variations
in the hotspot core region. In both approaches it can be shown that the gas dynamic response
strongly depends on the inertial confinement of the hotspot center.
Kassoy [24] performed an asymptotic analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations in which he uses
acoustic and heating times to characterize the thermomechanical response of the fluid. The acoustic
time ta is the time it takes for an acoustic wave to propagate a characteristic length l at the local
speed of sound a. Varying this heating to acoustic timescale ratio of a local hotspot by two orders of
magnitude has been shown to cause a variety of gasdynamic responses, ranging from weak acoustic
and compression waves, to strong shock waves [31]. These different types of emitted waves can
be traced back to the pressure inside the confined reacting fluid volume, where varying degrees of
confinement result in either isobaric, isochoric or mixed reactions, which in turn lead to varying
degrees of pressure increase.
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Quantifying the pressure response of a hotspot or fuel-pocket based on a reduced set of param-
eters or measurements could help both predict their influence on the ignition of thermally stratified
mixtures and better understand their role in unstable detonations. The aim of this work is to
improve the predictability of the pressure response of local reaction hotspots by identifying the
dominant timescales and comparing the results to the approach taken in the acoustic timescale
analysis. In particular, the influence of the temperature, both inside the hotspot and in the sur-
rounding fluid, will be taken into account.
3.3 Numerical Approach
3.3.1 Mathematical Model
While generally the governing equations for any combustion process are given by the reactive
Navier-Stokes equations, in this work the reactive 1-D Euler equations with a one-step Arrhenius
reaction will be employed. In the problem at hand the primary focus lies on spontaneous waves
and autoignition, which occur on timescales much shorter than those associated with diffusion or
viscous effects. Diffusional and viscous transport terms may therefore be neglected. Section 3.4
presents further justification for this approach.
Since the objective of this investigation is the qualitative characterization of the fluids ther-
momechanical response, one-step kinetics are applied for the chemical model instead of detailed
chemistry [22, 6, 59, 37].
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u2 + Y q, (3.3)
and the reaction rate
W˙ = BρY e−Ea/T . (3.4)
The Euler equations are nondimensionalized using an arbitrary length l′, reference speed of sound
a′0 = γRT ′0 and reference temperature T ′0 = 300K, such that T = T ′/γT ′0.
3.3.2 Problem Setup
Under investigation are 4 different hotspot configurations as described by table 3.1. Each
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]
.
The Cases correspond to 1: a fuel pocket in cold inert surroundings, 2: a fuel pocket in burned
hot surroundings such that T v4 = T4 + q(γ − 1) the isochoric combustion temperature of the fuel
pocket, 3: a fuel pocket in inert hot surroundings, and 4: a hotspot in cold unburned surroundings.
Table 3.1 Initial conditions for 1-D hotspots.
Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4




Y4 1 1 1 1
Y1 0 0 0 1
In all a cases the initial pressure throughout the domain is p4 = p1 = 1/γ. Table 3.2 lists the
reaction parameters for the Arrhenius equation and γ. Figure 3.1 shows the problem set up of the
computational domain. The interface at l is smoothed out across a length of 0.05l with a hyperbolic
tangent, in order to avoid numerical stability issues. Symmetric boundary conditions are used on
the left boundary and outflow conditions on the right boundary.
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Table 3.2 Arrhenius reaction parameters
Parameter B Ea q γ
Value 10 17 42 1.2
Figure 3.1 Sketch of set up of hotspot in computational domain.
3.3.3 Numerical Method
The parallel adaptive wavelet collocation method (PAWCM) [27, 65] is used to solve the gov-
erning equations. A revised hyperbolic solver developed specifically for the PAWCM is used to
stabilize shocks and contact discontinuities [48]. In smooth regions the spatial discretization is
second order accurate. In regions with shock or contact discontinuities the accuracy reduces to
between first and second order. To minimize numerical diffusion and maintain nonlinear stability
a van Leer flux limiter is applied [64, 1].
A base grid of 20 grid points is used with 11 levels of refinement, resulting in a maximum of
20,480 effective grid points across the domain. The domain size is based on the initial hotspot size in
order to prevent loss and interaction of any flow features across the right boundary. Roughly 4 times
this resolution would be required to resolve the von Neumann spike in a steady detonation with an
error of less than 1% [31]. Since these simulations are performed during the initial ignition of these
hotspots and no steep gradients and discontinuities form during their evolution, the resolution used
to perform these simulations is more than adequate.
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3.4 Time and Lengthscale Definitions
Mechanical disturbances such as compression or expansion waves travel at the local speed of
sound a. For some characteristic length scale l the time required to induce fluid motion is then
described by the acoustic time. In the plateau and gradient hotspot model used by Kurtz and
Regele [31, 32], the respective lengthscale is that of the roughly isothermal hotspot center. With








Since chemical reactions do not have distinct start and end times, a true excitation time τe can
not be easily defined. The approach previously used [31, 32] extrapolated the excitation time from
the distinct half reaction time τr, at which half of the fuel has been consumed. As shown in the
schematic in figure 3.2, τe is then given by the slope dY0.5/dt, obtained from the solution of the
Arrhenius equation 3.4. The reaction behavior of a hotspot or fuel pocket of size l can than be










Figure 3.2 Sketch of derivation of excitation times τe and τ
∗
e . τe is defined by linear
extrapolation of the fuel consumption at Y (t) = 0.5, while τ∗e is defined by the
time frame in which a defined amount of the fuel mass fraction Y is consumed.
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Note that both τe, a for the model hotspot shown in figure 3.1, and consequently the reference
length L are a function of T4 only. Here L represents the distance an acoustic wave travels inside
a hotspot during the excitation time at T4. The functionality of these two timescales precludes the
ability to incorporate effects due to the amount heat released or surrounding temperatures.
The inertial confinement of the reactive volume however is going to depend on the expansion
speed of the interface with its surroundings, compared to a critical expansion speed of the hotspot
during the given heat release time. From equation 3.3 and the conservation of mass in the hotspot,
it can be easily shown that a homogeneous hotspot of given initial length l would need to expand




(γ − 1)l, (3.7)
in order to maintain constant pressure.
Since the initial pressure in the hotspot and surroundings is the same, the expansion is coupled
to the heat release. Thus, the hotspot needs to expand by ∆l in the same time interval during
which q is released. Using one-step Arrhenius kinetics, the heat release is entirely proportional
to the amount of fuel consumed, and the heat release time equivalent to the fuel consumption
time. However, the fuel consumption or excitation time τe, as defined by the extrapolation from
τr, and heat release time heat during which almost all fuel is consumed, do not entirely match
up. Especially for lower temperatures with longer induction times, a significant amount of heat is
released outside the timeframe prescribed by τe, which can be easily seen in figure 3.2. We therefore
define the full excitation time τ∗e , as the timeframe during which 99% of the heat is released (99%
of fuel is consumed). For comparison, at T4 = 2 the ratio of τ
∗
e /τe is roughly 5.5, and for T > 10,
τ∗e /τe ≈ 1.5.
In order to maintain isobaric conditions during the reaction, a hotspot needs to expand by ∆l






Assuming infinitely fast kinetics and thus heat release, we can find the maximum expansion







1− (γ − 1)(a1/a
v
4)(p2/p1 − 1)
(2γ)1/2(2γ + (γ + 1)(p2/p1 − 1))1/2
]−2γ/(γ−1)
, (3.9)







(γ + 1)p2/p1 + (γ − 1)
]1/2
. (3.10)
Here pv4 is the isochoric post-combustion pressure
pv4 = p4
(
1 + q/T4(γ − 1)
)
(3.11)
and av4 is the speed of sound at the isochoric post-combustion temperature T
v
4 given in section 3.3.2.
The interface will move at the piston velocity, which is a function of p2/p1. This pressure ratio is
solved for implicitly through eq. 3.9. From up it is clear that the hotspot expansion speed depends
on both the initial state inside the hotspot and the heat release (pv4, T
v
4 ) as well as the state of its
surroundings (p1, a1).
A minimal expansion time for the hotspot can now be formulated, which describes the theoretical
















The new reference length L∗ = τ∗e · up/(∆l/l) represents the maximum distance the hotspot could
expand during the excitation time, scaled by the fraction by which the hotspot would need to expand
to remain isobaric. In other words, if the critical-to-minimal expansion timescale ratio is small,
τcrit  texp,min (L∗  l), the hotspot remains inertially confined during the reaction, resulting in
a constant volume reaction. If the excitation-to-expansion timescale ratio is large, τcrit  texp,min
(L∗  l), the hotspot is inertially unconfined and reacts at nearly constant pressure. If the timescale
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ratio is O(1), τcrit ≈ texp,min (L∗ ≈ l), partial inertial confinement occurs and compression waves
are generated.
It should be noted that the viscous and conductive timescales defined by Kassoy [24] τv = l
2/ν0
and τc = l
2/κ0 can be written in terms of the acoustic Reynolds number Re = l ·a0/ν0 and Prandtl
number Pr = ν0/κ0, such that τv = Rea · ta and τc = ReaPr · ta. Under the given reference
conditions, both are about four orders of magnitude longer than the current timescales of interest
and thus are negligible in this context.
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(a) L = τe · a (b) L∗ = τ∗e · up/(∆l/l)
Figure 3.3 Maximum normalized average pressure in hotspot/fuel-pocket based on refer-
ence lengths L and L∗ in comparison. (solid) lines for timescale ratios with
l = 10 ·Lref , (dash) lines for timescale ratios with l = 1 ·Lref , (dot-dash) lines
for timescale ratios with l = 0.1 · Lref . 5: Case 1, : Case 2, 4: Case 3, ×:
Case 4, as described in table 3.1.
3.5 Results
In order to understand the difference in behavior between these two characterization approaches,
it is convenient to look at the pressure rise inside the hotspot throughout the reaction. The initial
reaction time for this purpose is is assumed to last from t0 = 0, at the beginning of the simulation,
until tend when the average fuel mass fraction inside the hotspot has dropped to Y = 0.01, or 99%
of the fuel has been consumed.
Figure 3.3 shows the average normalized pressure inside the original hotspot from x = 0 to





where p is the pressure inside the hotspot, p4 is the initial pressure and p
v
4 the isochoric pressure as
given by equation 3.11. A pressure of Π = 1 indicates a perfectly isochoric reaction and a pressure
of Π = 0 indicates perfectly isobaric.
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In fig 3.3(a) the results for the model cases based on the acoustic timescale characterization are
presented, while fig 3.3(b) shows the results based on the new expansion timescale approach. For
timescale ratios much larger than unity (l = 10 · Lref , solid lines) it can be seen that both models
predict almost perfectly isochoric conditions. The acoustic timescale characterization yields average
maximum pressures between Π = 0.8, in Case 2 () for an initial fuel-pocket temperature of T = 2
surrounded by hot burned gas, and Π ≈ 1, in Case 4 for a hotspot at an initial temperature of
T = 80 surrounded by cold unreacted gas.
In general the maximum pressure increases with both, initial hotspot/fuel-pocket temperature
and decreasing temperature in the surrounding gas. Arbitrarily hot ambient gas in Case 3 (4)
at T = 80 leads to slightly higher pressures than ambient gas at T v in Case 2 (). This effect
diminishes as the relative temperature difference between surroundings and fuel-pocket decreases
for increasing T . For fuel-pockets and hotspots in initially cold surroundings (Cases 1 and 4, 5
and ×) the maximum pressure becomes higher, relative to those in hot surroundings and increases
with initial temperature and thus temperature difference to its surroundings. Unreacted fuel in the
cold surroundings increases the final pressure at high initial temperatures.
Two factors increase the final average pressure resulting from the reaction and thus confinement,
for constant acoustic timescale ratios: growing temperature differences between hotspot/fuel-pocket
and its surroundings, and higher initial temperatures. This becomes even more apparent when the
acoustic timescale ratio of the hotspot is on the order of, or smaller than unity. For an acoustic
timescale ratio of 1 (figure 3.3(a), dash) the fuel-pockets in hot surroundings (Cases 2 and 3) reach
average pressures of Π between 0.25 and 0.6, while fuel-pocket and hotspot in cold surroundings
(Cases 1 and 4) reach average pressures of Π between 0.4 and almost 0.9. This means that despite
an acoustic timescale ratio of unity, which would predict mixed isochoric and isobaric behavior,
extremely hot initial temperatures in cold surroundings react nearly isochorically.
Similarly for initial acoustic timescale ratios an order of magnitude smaller than unity (figure
3.3(a), dot-dash), which predict an isobaric reaction, at high initial temperatures (T > 7) the
average pressure exceeds Π = 0.2 and reaches up to 0.5, resulting in mixed isobaric and isochoric
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reactions. Just like in the partially confined cases (dash) and strongly confined cases (solid), the
maximum pressures increase for higher initial hotspot temperatures, in cold surroundings and in
the presence of additional fuel in the surroundings.
Figure 3.3(b) shows the same results for hotspots and fuel-pockets characterized based on their
critical expansion timescales. For timescale ratios an order of magnitude larger than unity (solid)
the maximum pressure Π ranges from 0.85 to 0.95 across all cases. The variance of maximum
pressure Π remains in a range of ∆Π ≈ 0.05 for every initial temperature, independent of the
conditions in the surrounding fluid. All cases can be considered to be react almost isochorically.
With critical expansion timescale ratios on the order of unity, the average maximum pressures
Π range from roughly 0.35 to 0.6 (figure 3.3(b), dash). Independent of the temperature in the
surrounding fluid the variance of Π for each initial temperature lies within ∆Π ≈ 0.2 and decreases
with increasing T . For temperatures T > 6 all Π lie within 0.1. At temperatures above 20 it is
almost 0 with the exception of the hotspot (Case 4, ×). All Cases can be considered to be mixed
isochoric and isobaric reactions.
In the unconfined cases (figure 3.3(b), dot-dash) all Π lie between 0.02 and 0.22, yielding nearly
isobaric reactions. The variation in Π between cases at each initial temperature lies in a range of
∆Π ≈ 0.05. For initial temperatures above 5 all Π start to increase and exceed 0.1 starting at
T ≈ 10.
3.6 Discussion
Fuel-pockets and hotspots have been characterized based on an acoustic-to-excitation and criti-
cal expansion timescale ratio in order to make a-priori predictions on the reaction mode of the fluid
volume. Based on the maximum pressure increase of the average pressure during the reaction, the
reaction was described as either isochoric, isobaric or mixed type. Cold ambient fluid surrounding
the local reaction hotspot has been shown to increase the inertial confinement, resulting in more
isochoric reactions in hotspots characterized based on an acoustic-to-excitation timescale.
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This effect can be accounted for by using the critical expansion timescale ratio as a reference
for hotspot description. Even for temperatures in the surrounding fluid varying by almost two
orders of magnitude, the expected reaction behaviour (isochoric, isobaric, mixed) still matches that
predicted based on the timescale ratio. The variation in the resulting normalized pressure in cases
expected to react in a similar fashion for the same initial temperature, could be reduced to less
than 5% for isochoric and isobaric cases, and about (20%) in mixed cases. However the variation
in average expected pressure for the same timescale ratio still varies significantly with increasing
initial hotspot/fuel-pocket temperature.
With a dimensional reference temperature of T ′0 = 300K and a non-dimensionalization T =
T ′/(γT ′0), reactions at initial temperature of T > 10 (here T ′ = 3600K) become almost irrelevant for
any real combustion systems involving complex chemistry. Under these conditions predictions made
by the acoustic-to-excitation and critical-expansion timescale characterization become more similar.
Nonetheless, reducing the temperature range in question does not alleviate the discrepancies in the
predictions made by the acoustic timescale-to-exciation timescale characterization for fuel pockets
in hot surroundings and fuel-pockets/hotspots in cold surroundings.
In the high temperature limit the Arrhenius reaction rate becomes temperature independent.
Under these conditions, the induction time and any fuel consumption and heat release during
this phase, become negligible. For technically relevant temperature ranges on the other hand, the
induction time and variation in heat release can be expected to play significant roles. Complex
chemistry would most likely change slow chemistry and heat release during the induction time. The
current approach to define the critical expansion time essentially considers all heat to be released
at a constant rate during both slow and fast heat release. Weighing the critical expansion rates




A new characterization method based on critical expansion timescales has been successfully used
to predict the reaction mode of hotspots and fuel-pockets. In comparison to a previously employed
characterization method based on acoustic and excitation timescales, the new approach offers sig-
nificant improvement in the prediction of the pressure increase in local reactive fluid volume during
autoignition, independent of temperature in the local reaction hotspot and its surroundings. This
may allow more accurate predictions of the overall thermomechanical response of the surrounding
fluid, as well as predict the type and strength of emitted acoustic, compression or shock waves.
Future studies should investigate the influence of complex chemistry and multiple dimensions with
respect to the new method.
Approved for public release: LA-UR-17-30824.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS
Hotspots are modeled using a superelliptic model for smooth temperature variations at a lo-
cal hotspot center of finite size, in combination with a linear temperature gradient. With the
superelliptic model, temperature distributions taking the shape of the well studied gradient only,
and plateau-gradient hotspot types could be modeled, as well all possible profiles in between these
limiting cases. With the superelliptic model, hotspot cores of various sizes were explored and
compared to results obtained by equivalent plateau-gradient type hotspots, with plateau lengths
corresponding to timescale ratios spanning two order of magnitude. For reference timescale ra-
tios smaller than unity, for which the hotspot core regions are expected to react mostly or fully
isochorically, changes in smooth temperature variation turned out to play a pivotal role in direct
detonation initiation. While the amplitude of the compression wave emitted by a hotspot-core of
the same reference timescale ratio is almost identical for plateau and elliptic core, the location of its
emergence is not. In the ellipse type hotspots it emerges inside the hotspot core, whereas in plateau
type hotspots it first appears outside the core region. This changes the initial temperature of the
subsequently pressurized gas. Without sufficiently high enough initial temperature, the pressure
wave and reaction reaction wave are not able to couple and facilitate transition to detonation.
Additionally a new timescale characterization method was developed and tested. Similar to the
acoustic timescale characterization, it derives one required expansion timescale from the isochoric
excitation time or the reactive medium, the time during which heat is released in the fluid. A
critical expansion timescale is derived based on the maximum possible expansion speed and the
required expansion length to reestablish isobaric conditions, of a fluid volume to which energy is
added instantaneously. Since this critical expansion time, unlike the acoustic time, is dependent
on the conditions both inside the reactive hotspot and its surrounding, this new method was able
to make more accurate predictions over a wider range of conditions for hotspots, unburned fuel
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pockets and fuel bubbles. For a known reactive mixture, this method can help to gauge the impact
of a reacting hotspot in situations the pressure release can otherwise not be measured or resolved.
Future studies should investigate the influence of detailed kinetics in contrast to the 1-step
Arrhenius mechanism used here. Acoustic timescale characterization type methods seek to success-
fully normalize the hotspot reaction behavior in terms of the heat release or excitation time scales.
Results such as those obtained by Sharpe and Shorte [59] and Liberman et al. [37] have shown
the impact of kinetics on the reaction in temperature gradients, where the gas dynamic response is
mostly dependent on the induction time scales. The effect kinects the reaction timescales during
hotspot driven direct detonation initiation would be extremely interesting to investigate. Further
an extension in to multiple dimensions similar to Kurtz and Regele [32] should be made. Signifi-
cant effects on the critical expansion timescale as obtained in chapter 3.7 can be expected, as for
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